
Storyline Template - Humor

Example of storyline:

· A MAN hurries through 
the airport

· He is stopped by 
airport security

· He explains to the  
OFFICER that he is late for 
his plane

· The officer is strict and 
starts to go through the 
suitcase

· The man is nervous. The 
officer is very upset and 
says that he can’t let him 
go with the content of the 
bag

· The officer has thrown 
the man’s clothes in a 
washing machine. The 
man waits impatiently
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Storyline Template - Sci-fi

Example of storyline:

· An ASTRONAUT is  
sitting in his spaceship

· We see a strange planet 
outside the window of the 
spaceship

· The spaceship lands

· The astronaut get’s out, 
carrying a flag

· He walks across the plan-
et, getting ready to plant 
the flag

· He notices a huge SPACE 
MONSTER watching him

· The astronaut runs 
screaming back to his 
spaceship

· We follow the space  
monster as it runs back to 
another spaceship hidden 
behind a hill

· The space monster is 
greeted by two other 
space monsters, asking 
why he’s bringing back 
their flag

· The space monster tells 
his friends the planet is 
already colonized by an 
alien species
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Storyline Template - Romance

Example of storyline:

· A YOUNG MAN is  
walking down a country 
road, carrying a boquet of 
wild flowers

· A FOX asks him where he 
is going

· The young man answers 
that he has decided to ask 
his love to marry him

· The fox tells him he is 
crazy

· The man is getting closer 
to a big mansion

· He knocks on the door

· A BUTLER answers the 
door, looking at the young 
man with disdain

· The young man tells 
him why he is here, to ask 
mylady to marry him

· The butler tells him to go 
away and closes the door 
on him

· We follow the butler back 
to the sitting room, where 
an OLD LADY sits

· The lady asks if it was him 
again, the butler confirms

· The old lady says the 
poor man never got over 
their affair all those years 
ago and has lost his mind

· Outside we see the 
young man throw the 
flowers in the dirt

· We see the young man is 
in fact really old
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